Introduction
The notion of a conflict and a conflict situation was introduced by Z.Pawlak [Pa841. Some basic results on this subject are established in (Za84al and (Za84bl. The paper deals with some different approach to conf1ictness. As a starting point we assume that the primary cause of most conflicts lies in unequal distribution of strength in some group (of human beings, trading organizations, etc). Some members of the group can form coalition against the others and try to destroy them. But it can happen if two conditions are satisfied, namely:
(1) the coalition is stronger then the enemies (2) an individual decide to participate in a given coalition only if he feels safe before and after the conflict.
To illustrate the notion of safety, let us consider the situation with three individuals X^,X2.X3 representing the strength of 3, 2 and 2. There exists three possible coalitions {x^,x2), {xj.xg} and {x2,x^}. but only the third two can be called safe. In other cases after the first conflict (with } be a finite set. Elements x. of X, i = l,...,n, will be called atyecla.
2
Let X -a-• {-1,1} be a partial function describing relations between object; for x.yeX we shall say that object x,y are:
where Dl denotes the domain of I.
Ve assume also that ^ is a reflexive and symmetric relation 2 on X and for any x € X #(x,x) = 1.
The dwaujUi of an object x€X is describing by a function fi, fj : X -• <0j+o>).
The ordered triple S = (X,#,p) is called a oiiuaioon (of X).
If S is a fixed situation. S = (X,l,/j), then we will write Xg, fg, ^g, respectively.
Let S be a fixed situation satisfying the conditions:
(i) for any x.yeX, x * y, if only (x.y) e then *(x,y) =-1.
(ii) /j{x) > 0 for any x e X.
Def init ion 2.1. The family of situations 8 is called tfve, tki&nqtA favmalion with respect to the situation S = iff S is the family of all situations such that = t (i.e. for any (x,y)eD0 f'(x,y) = ^ (x. y) ) .
The strength formation with respect to the situation S = (X.f./j) will be denoted by (X,p)^.
• Let Y be a proper subset of X.
Def init ion 2.2. The set Y of objects can arrange an aggMoxn coalition in the situation S iff card MY 2 -{(x.x) xeX}) n D*) = 0.
In the other words: objects x,y being enemies (i.e. ¿(x,y) = -1)
can not belong simultaneously to the aggressor coalition Y.
Remark 2.1. Let n*3. For any situation S = such that D^ = {(x,x): xeX} there can be formed an aggressor coalition. Without the assumption about D^ it aay happen .that the aggiessoi coalition can't be constituted in the given situation.* Let us assume that aitei a conflict the strengths of defeated objects aie equal to zeio, so they do not exist any
•ore. Therefore the conflict situation (X,^y,)i) can be transformed (by realization of the conflict described by ity)
into the new situation S' = (X'.^'.FT) defined as follows:
Ve shall denote the above transformation by:
From (i), (iii) and (iv) it is obvious that fj'(x) >0 for xeY (but not necessary p'(x) > /i(x)).
The sign "=" in (iii) (if happens) means that the winners do not get any capture (cf. IZa84bl). In the sequel we assume that the situation 5 is such that D^ = {(x,x), xeX}. For simplicity we shall write (X,jj) instead of (X./j)^ . 
Definit ion
But for n=3 , by theorem 3.1. , each of these conditions is also sufficient for the strength formation (X,p) to be safe. By Example 3.2. we can derive the following: 
